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Ordering wearing parts To ensure fast delivery of the connect  original and wearing parts:
1. Give the order details.
2. Enter further order data:

           -   Tension data
           -   Number of pieces

           -   Machine type
  3. Give complete dispatch data:

           -   Correct address.
             -   Required delivery type (e.g. air mail, courier, express mail,
               ordinary freight, parcel post).
  

Original accessories, wearing parts and optional iteams

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Designation

Guide rail

Driver roller 30

Driver roller 75

Roller (horizontal)

Suspension eyelet

Allen key 

Wave washers

Case

Moulding (aid for the pre-forming
of the suspension lug     lock
seam preparation)

Operator’s manual

Original
accessories

delivered

Wearing 
parts

5.2    Replacing carbon brushes

The motor comes to a standstill when the carbon brushes are worn
out.

Have the carbon brushes checked and replaced as needed by
a trained  technician.

Note
Only use original replacement parts and take note of the
information on the rating plate.

6. Original accessories and wearing parts

+

+Rotating bars +



1. Safety

Read the Operator’s Manual and the safety instructions
(Material number 135699) in their entirety
before starting up the machine. Folloq precisely the directions
contained therein.

The safety regulations according to DIN VDE, CEE, AFNOR
and other regulations which are valid in individual countries
should be adhered to.

Remove the plug from the plug socket before undertaking any
maintenance work on the machine.

Check the plug, the cable and the machine for damage each
time before the appliance is used.

Keep the machine dry and do not operate in damp rooms.

When using the electric tool outside, connect the fault current
FI) protective switch with a maximum breaking current of
30mA.

Danger of injury possible due to improper handling!

When working with the machine wear safety glasses,hearing
protection, protective gloves and work shoes.

Do not plug in the plug unless the machine has been
switched off. Pull out the mains plug afther use.

Risk of injury to the hands!

Do not place your hand into the processing line.

Use both hands to hold the machine.

Danger

Warning

!

Warning

!

Lethal danger due to electric shock!
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5.1   Tightening screws with turning moment

View of the Ziber S-10 seam locker from below the guide rail is 
dismounted.

If parts of the machine have been disassembled, when
reassembling:
      tighten screws and nuts with the correct turning moment.
      secure with Loctite 262.

Components

Roller (30 )

Roller (75 )

Driver roller (30 )

Driver roller (75 )

Slotted nut

Cylindrical pin 5m 6x24
DIN 6325

Torque

24 Nm

24 Nm

24 Nm

24 Nm

16 Nm 1

Threaded nut retention

Loctite 262

Loctite 262

Loctite 262

-

-

--

18



      Do not use the power cord to carry the machine.

      Always guide the electric cord away from the back of the
      machine and do not pull it across sharp edges. 

      Arrange for start-ups and checks on manual electric tools to
      be carried out by a trained specialist. Only used the original
      accessories provided by Ziber

Caution

!
Damage to property possible due to improper handling!
The machine will be damaged or destroyed.
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5. Maintenance

Risk of possible injury due to improper repairs!
The machine does not function properly.

     Repairs should be carried out only by a trained specialist.

Maintenance point

Guide rails of the machine

Gearbox and
gear head (2)

Ventilation slots

Procedure and time interval Recommended lubricants Order No
Lubrication
agents

A trained specialist should clean
with s steel brush and lubricate
with oil every 10 operating hours

After 300 operating hours arrange
for a trained specialist to
relubricate or to replace the
lubricating grease

Clean as needed

Universal oil

Lubricating grease  “G1”

148648

149440

Maintenance positions and maintenance intervals

Caution

!
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1.Handle
2.On/Off switch
3.Suspansion eyalet

4.Move lever to set the positions
“Tool open” and “Tool in work

5.
position”

   Supporting roller

6.Gulde rall
7.Driver roller 30
8.Driver roller 75
9.Roller

2.Description

5

Notes

A minor refinishing operation (length approximately 130mm)
must be carried out manually at the end of the channel
following the use of the lock seam closer.

For small sheet thicknesses (0.75-1 mm), the suspension lug
can be pre-formed by 30  without a moulding to a length of
approximately 80mm.

Move the On/Off switch upwards.Switching off

16



2.1   Correct use

      For processing and materials, only use machines which are
      named in “Correct use”.

The  Ziber S-10 is an electric hand tool
used for the following applications:
      Closing of Pittsburgh lock joints on correspondingly pre-
      machined workpieces, e.g. ventilation ducts, housings, 
      containers, etc.

      Machining of all lock seam elevations.

      The lock seam can be closed on straight or curved contours.

      The machine adjusts itself automatically to the sheet thickness
       to be processed.

Warning

!
Risk of injury!

Notes
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Flange at the beginning of
the channel

The machine  cannot be placed up against the beginning of the
channel.
Preparation of the channel so that the machine can be brought into
position.

1. Move lever (1) into position against the direction of feed (Tool
open)

2. Set machine up against desired (prepared) position on the
channel.

3. Position lever (1) in direction feed. (Tool in work position)
- The working direction ( direction of feed) of the machine

is determined by its design.

4. Switch on the machine.
5. Close the lock seam.
6. Move lever (1) into tool open position.
7. Switch off machine and remove from the machining position.

15



2.2 Technical data Ziber machines

S-12

220V

50/60HZ

0.75-1.25MM

4-7M/MIN

160/MIN

1400W

6.6kg

min. 800mm

min. 800mm

Class ll

S-10

220V

50/60HZ

0.5-1.0MM

4-7M/MIN

160/MIN

1400W

6.6kg

min. 800mm

min. 800mm

Class ll

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

>400N/MM

Material strength

Voltage

Frequency

Material
tensile strenght 400 N/mm2

Working speed

No load speed no

No minal power
consumption

Welght

Inner radiuses

Outer radiuses

Protective insulation
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1. Move lever (1) in direction of feed in end position until it’s locked
(tool in work position).

2. Switch on machine and place against the beginning of the
channel

- The curved guide rail endures a simple placement of the
machine at the beginning of the machining process.

3. The machine is drawn through the driving rollers in the feed
direction, meaning that lock seam closure takes place.

14



“Pittsburgh lock seam”
geometry

2.3 Lock seams

Pittsburgh lock seam geometry

Note
The lock  seam quality depends essentially on the height of the
flange B. If B is tool small, then the lock seam cannot be properly
closed. When the Pittsburgh lock seam machine is set to 1.25 mm
sheet thickness, the correct flange heights will also appear
automatically on all thinner sheets.
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Channel open

A  Bevelling for the placement of       P     Tacking point
    the machine 

B  Flange

Bevel the web at the beginning of the channel approximately 30
for a length of approximately 5 mm.
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30
75 90

1
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1st stage

2nd stage

3rd stage

Folding process

Folding process sequence

Folding process sequence

View of the machine from below.roller arrangement

Driven roller for the second
forming stage (75 )

Guide rail
Horizontal roller for the third
forming stage (90 )
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18Supporting roller
Driven roller for the first forming
stage (30 )

Driven roller for the second
forming stage (75 )
Driven roller for the first forming
stage (30 )
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4. Operation

Damage to property possible due to too-high network
voltage!
Damage to the motor.

      Check the power supply. The power supply must correspond
      to the information on the machine type plate

Danger of injury possible due to improper handling!

     When working with the machine, always ensure that it has a
     secure base.

     Never touch the tool while the machine is running.

     Always guide the machine away from the body while working.

     Do not work holding the machine above your head.

4.1     Working with the Ziber S-10

Caution

!

Warning

!

Switching  on                   Move the On-Off switch downwards.

Working with the    In order to improve work results, lightly oil the rollers or the sheet
Ziber S-10                with universal oil (Order No 19648).

 Depending on the construction type of the channel to be machined
 a distinction is made between 2 possible ways of commencing work:

 Channel open.
 Flange at the beginning of the channel.

12



Tool open

Tool in work position

Tool open

Tool in work position

1     Adjustment lever

1     Adjustment lever

3. Tool assembly
Setting the tool3.1

The clearance between the rollers and the guide rails can be
locked into place in order to be able to place the machine at the
desired position of the channel (and) to be able to remove it from
the machining position at the end of the channel:

Adjustment lever (1) in position against the direction of feed:
Tool open.

Adjustment lever (1) in end position in direction of feed:

    Tool in work position.
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Note
No adjustment for sheet thickness is required,because the
machine automatically accommodates itself to the sheet thickness.

    Unscrew supporting rollers (1) before the machining of inner
    radiuses.

3.2     Machining of inner radiuses

1    Supporing rollers

11
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